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This guide will take you to resources that will help the needs of
all players.  With this, the resources provided here are made so
that we can help athletes, even when we are not available.
Down below are resources that range from how to get involved,
to suicide awareness.  We as P2BIB want to assure that we
want to help athletes be who they are.  This nonprofit was made
By Players, For Players.

RESOURCES



GLAAD

"GLAAD tackles tough issues to shape the
narrative and provoke dialogue that leads
to cultural change."

WEBSITE:

 HTTPS://WWW.GLAAD.ORG/
"HRC’s campaigns are focused on
mobilizing those who envision a world
strengthened by diversity, where our
laws and society treat all people equally,
including LGBTQ+ people and those
who are multiply marginalized."

WEBSITE:

HTTPS://WWW.HRC.ORG/

HUMAN RIGHT CAMPAGIN

"We exist to empower them, & together
demonstrate that equality in sports
transforms everyday culture."

WEBSITE:

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.CO
M/SPORTSEQUALITYFDN/

SPORTS EQUALITY
FOUNDATION

Resources:



THE TREVOR PROJECT

"Here you can reach out to a counselor if
you’re struggling, find answers and
information, and get the tools you need to
help someone else."

WEBSITE:

HTTPS://WWW.THETREVORPRO
JECT.ORG/ "PFLAG National has all of the support

and information you need when a loved
one comes out."

WEBSITE:

HTTPS://PFLAG.ORG/

PFLAG

"Athlete Ally believes that everyone should
have equal access, opportunity, and
experience in sports — regardless of your
sexual orientation, gender identity or gender
expression."

WEBSITE:

HTTPS://WWW.ATHLETEALLY.
ORG/

ATHLETE ALLY

Resources:



HTTPS://WWW.OUTSPORTS.COM/2021/10/12/
22721448/BRYAN-RUBY-GAY-COMING-OUT-
TEAMMATES-COACHES-FANS-BASEBALL

BRYANS OUTSPORTS ARTICLE

Bryan Ruby
WHAT I'VE DONE SO FAR:



HTTPS://WWW.OUTSPORTS.COM/2018/4/23/1
7238344/MICHAEL-HOLLAND-FELICIAN-
BASEBALL-GAY-COMING-OUT

MIKES OUTSPORTS ARTICLE

Mike Holland
WHAT I'VE DONE SO FAR:



HTTPS://WWW.OUTSPORTS.COM/2019/4/21/1
8510108/BISEXUAL-HIGH-SCHOOL-
BASEBALL-PLAYER-SAM-CULWELL-GAY-
SLUR

SAMS OUTSPORTS ARTICLE

Sam Culwell
WHAT I'VE DONE SO FAR:



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdgigwJOBGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzDObvmQ9jg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwHLztH2MGg

Links and Other Resources:
All links are about baseball players and their journey,
their coming out story, or professional baseball
journeys.



Reach out!
Proud To Be In Baseball
Booking: ashley@proudtobeinbaseball.org

Communication and Media Relations:
cathy@proudtobeinbaseball.org

https://www.proudtobeinbaseball.org/


